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Editorial
Jim Grigg & Brenda Phillips
In preparing this newsletter we thought we might aim for something short and pithy with a few
nice photos. So we thought it maybe 10 pages long, perhaps. Well, we were surprised when we
found we had nine articles and two poems. So we must apologise that it turned out to be a mere
34 pages in the end!
We have added in a “Faceboard” of photos of those who are currently serving Leigh Meeting
showing who has which role.
So, just to give a brief outline of what’s in the newsletter: there is a lovely report about Beacon Hill
Meeting House in Boston, a fascinating and moving story about Conscientious Objection from 160
years ago, traumatic memories of a wartime childhood and memoires of Friends distributing seeds
in wartime France in 1915. We have reports from Woodbrooke (Non-Theist Conference), The
Hayes Centre (QPSW Spring Conference), High Leigh (All Age Gathering of NETAMQ), Conscientious
Objector’s Commemoration at Tavistock Sq, London and from Leigh Meeting (Talk by Side by Side
about refugees at Calais).
We have a spiritual and very moving poem, The Music of The Lyre by Melanie Miller-Wells, one of
our new attenders at Leigh, composed and read when her mum was dying and read again at her
mum’s funeral. We also have a heartfelt sonnet from Lynda Grigg, inspired by the Understanding
Islam/Challenging Islamaphobia Course at Woodbrooke Feb 2016.
We have also been asked to include a heartfelt plea to Friends to consider taking up the role of AM
Trustee.
So we feel privileged to be able to present this newsletter to you and hope that you will enjoy
reading the articles, reports and poems.
In Friendship

Jim Grigg & Brenda Phillips

Take heed, dear Friends, to the promptings of love and truth in your hearts. Trust them as the leadings
of God whose Light shows us our darkness and brings us to new life.
Advices & Queries No 1
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Finding AM Trustees
Part of AM Minute 16/64 reads:
We are conscious of the difficulties our AM Nominations Committee is having in finding Friends to
accept this role.

Being a trustee for our Area Meeting
The Area Meeting is a charitable trust, with a responsibility to ensure all our activities are run
prudently and lawfully. We have a small group of trustees who work closely with Area Meeting,
advising on things like managing our buildings, safeguarding children and vulnerable adults, making
sure our policies and budgets make sense. AM Nominations Committee has been considering which
Friends may be able to take on a role as trustee. We would like to ask Friends if you feel you may be
able to offer your service in this way.
The role description is available on the AM Website Trustees page and can also be obtained from
Kate Green (Clerk to Trustees) kategreen@yahoo.co.uk or Christine Downes-Grainger
christine.deegee@googlemail.com (Convenor of AM Nominations Committee).
If you would like to discuss the role, please do ask one of our current trustees - Debbie Taylor,
Daphne Stedman, Kate Green, Roger Estop, or speak to Christine Downs-Grainger, clerk of
nominations.
They would all be pleased to talk about the role with any Member who feels it might be a way they
could contribute to the administration of North East Thames Area Meeting.

As members of the Religious Society of Friends we are all called upon to exercise stewardship over the
Society’s resources. This is stewardship in its widest sense: ensuring that money and buildings are used
wisely and well; that business decisions are taken in right ordering; that all within a meeting, both its
members and its employees, are supported and helped to play a full role in the Society’s affairs; that the
meeting’s children are cared for and nurtured; that eldership and oversight flourish. We are all called to
participate in building a responsible and caring community.
As with elders and overseers, clerks and treasurers, some will be asked to take on a special care for this
stewardship for a number of years, acting as trustees of our meetings. They take this role for a period
and then relinquish this service to others.

Trusteeship - The relationship between stewardship and trusteeship
15.02 Quaker Faith & Practice
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Leigh on Sea Quaker Meeting Faceboard
Friends who are currently serving Leigh o n Sea Meeting:

Joy Coe
Elder

David Jeffery
Elder & Nominations

Brenda Phillips
Assistant Clerk

Jim Grigg
Clerk

Debbie Taylor
Treasurer

Janet Moriarty
Overseer & Nominations

Brenda Geraghty
Premises & Librarian

Tony Burden
Elder

Gill Jeffery
Elder & Nominations

Jo Lennox
Overseer

Lynda Grigg
Outreach

Joyce Harris
Lettings Clerk

Angela Greenwood
Outreach

To be without an ordained clergy is not to be without either leadership or ministry. The gifts of the
Spirit to us include both. For us, calls to particular ministries are usually for a limited period of time,
and those gifts pertain to the task rather than the person. In one lifetime a person may be called to a
number of ministries.
London Yearly Meeting, 1986
Quaker Faith & Practice 12.02 - Caring for one another
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Staying at Beacon Hill Friends House, Boston, USA as a guest
Judith Roads

I stayed at Friends House, Boston for four nights recently while attending
a conference nearby – just across Boston Common, in fact. It is
very conveniently placed for visiting much of Boston. Of
immediate interest is Beacon Hill itself; the main streets and
hotels are within reach and a station for the T (the city’s
underground network) is nearby across the Common.
The Common feels familiarly European to us and the
independent shops and eating places along Charles Street are a
delight, though somewhat twee and expensive. Rather in the
style of some of Hampstead. The ‘old-world’ street lights
reinforce that impression, to my mind. There are several
museums and squares of historical interest in the immediate
neighbourhood of the meeting house. It is very well situated!
The property is actually two adjacent town houses joined
together, one mirroring the other. The spacious guest room I was in (‘Mary Dyer’) has a very
comfortable double bed. The shared bathroom is just across the landing, similarly spacious though
not luxurious. There is an ancient lift but if you had mobility problems I think you would find the
narrow, creaky, spiral wooden stairs (several flights of stairs are found in both the adjoined
properties) rather problematic. The kitchen feels as though it’s in the basement but as BHFH is on a
slope, you are still at ground level on one side!
It took me a while to realise that the community of residents (most of whom are not Quaker) are
not necessarily connected to the local Quaker meeting itself although the committee structure
ensures oversight by local Friends. I’m not privy to the detailed arrangements for all that, nor do we
need to be. Everyone is very friendly and welcoming and that should suffice. If you can book in for
supper (very reasonably priced) cooked in turn by members of the resident community (the
‘house’), there is a wonderful chance to talk with a varied selection of those who have chosen to
spend a year or two living in intentional community. The choice of food for the do-it-yourself
breakfast would make any organic, birdseed-eating Quaker very happy.
Some background information to the property and its residents
‘Beacon Hill Friends House was formed to advance and foster the distinctive principles of the
Religious Society of Friends, to provide opportunities for the development of leadership for the
Society, and especially to establish and maintain a center where members of the Society and
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persons sympathetic to its principles, including those pursuing programs of study at other
educational institutions ... may meet together, and where such persons may live, and where the
principles of the Society may be advanced and fostered y study and example’ Such is the
residential community. We are also told that Friends love having guests there as it ‘helps them
connect with the larger community around them’.
A leaflet explains: ‘The Beacon Hill Friends House was built in 1804 as two single-family homes,
which were joined together in the 1900s. In 1957, the house was donated to the Society of Friends
to be a residential community and Quaker centre. Since that time, the house has continued to
provide a place for Friends to live, study, and worship, though not all residents are Quaker. We
educate residents and the public about Quakerism and strive to live out the Quaker principles of
faith, simplicity, integrity, community, and social responsibility. The Beacon Hill Friends Meeting
rents the Meeting Room from the house for their 10.30 unprogrammed Sunday worship.’
The left-hand picture, taken from the ‘ground floor’ shows the meeting room before Friends have
arrived. The right-hand picture was taken after the pot-luck lunch and Friends were keen to
rearrange the room ready for the business meeting that followed. All very familiar to us in North
East Thames Area Meeting!

www.bhfh.org - info@bhfh.org

The treasure I had found (in meeting for worship) seemed startlingly simple, and I held this treasure
quietly to myself, exploring its significance, feeling it almost too good to be true …
Quaker Faith & Practice – Worship and Prayer 2.06
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A True Story of Conscientious Objection 160 Years Ago
Joyce Harris

In 1853 my great, great grandfather, Richard Clark, refused
to fight when England went to war with Russia. His wife, Isabella, also believed it was wrong to fight
and kill people. This is their story.
Richard, a Sussex man, was apprenticed to a sail maker in Arbroath on
the east coast of Scotland. Isabella Brown came from a Scottish farming
family, and was working as a lady’s maid in Arbroath when Richard met
her. In time they decided to marry and Richard applied for a post with the
Preventive Service which, at that time, was separate from the Navy. In
1842 he was posted to Suffolk and they lived in one of the Minsmere
Cottages on the cliff.
Richard and Isabella had four children and a
baby on the way when all able-bodied men in
the Preventive Service were told to prepare to
Richard Clark
leave for the Crimea. Richard, having been
assured that he would never be asked to fight while working as a
Coastguard, refused to obey the Government order. He was a devout
Christian, and could not find it in his conscience to kill others.
A black bag containing his uniform and kit was distributed – but was left
hanging on the garden gate. Much pressure was put on him to join up
and he agonised over it pacing the beach at night, praying for guidance,
Isabella Clark
knowing that if he refused to fight he would be
imprisoned and his family would receive no income. The military authorities
asked the local authorities to arrest him, but they refused saying - ‘there was
not a more respectable man in the whole district’.

The Clark Family

On February 10th 1854, Isabella gave birth to her fifth child, the same
morning that the government vessel arrived at Dunwich to take Richard
away. It was a terrible dilemma for Richard - his wife with a new baby, and
four children needing his support. At last Isabella said to him, “Richard if you
go to war I will take my children and we will fare as best we can, but I will
never accept, for their support or my own, any money that you earn as a
soldier.”
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Richard then called the family together and read 46th Psalm. They prayed together and he left with

Psalm 46 1-7
God is our refuge and strength,
an ever-present help in trouble.
Therefore we will not fear, though the earth give way
and the mountains fall into the heart of the sea,
though its waters roar and foam
and the mountains quake with their surging.
There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God,
the holy place where the Most High dwells.
God is within her, she will not fall;
God will help her at break of day.
Nations are in uproar, kingdoms fall;
he lifts his voice, the earth melts.
The LORD Almighty is with us;
the God of Jacob is our fortress.

the four soldiers who had come to collect him with the sobs of his eldest daughter in his ears. As he
reached Dunwich, there were a few villagers waiting to say goodbye. One asked if there was
anything he could do and Richard asked him to deliver a note home.
On the boat going out to the vessel he wrote a hasty note to his little daughter Mary Ann, who he
knew would feel his leaving acutely.
To my little daughter Mary Ann, hoping she will consider the necessity of early seeking to become a
blossom on the tree of life – to have – (then follows some smudged illegible writing) – heaven on earth –
to love the blessed Saviour who died that she might become one of the little lambs of his fold.
Farewell from your Father.
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Richard was imprisoned on a prison hulk for nine months and treated very badly. He was regularly
asked if he had changed his mind. He never did.
There was a family of Quakers living in Westleton, Suffolk - the Salters - who were very helpful to
Isabella and the family, finding a cottage for them to move to in Westleton.
Meanwhile, efforts were made for Richard’s release by Suffolk Friends. Several influential people
were working for this and his case was eventually brought to the attention of John Bright, a wellknown parliamentarian. Bright was instrumental in securing Richard’s release. This was one of the
earliest cases of conscientious objection on religious grounds in the country.
In 1855, Richard and Isabella joined the Society of Friends with all their family.
I have the note Richard wrote to his daughter, and a play about this story was written called
‘Conflict’ by Hope Lee (my mother) and performed at Friends House, Euston, in the 1960’s.
Copies of the play are available from Joyce Harris.

Compulsory military service is sometimes claimed as a duty attached to citizenship. But it is not true
social service. On the one hand it is part of the attempt to maintain peace by force, and on the other it is
training in methods that are contrary to the highest moral standards recognised by man.
Quaker Faith & Practice - Social Responsibility 23.93
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Report on the 2016 Non-Theist Quaker Conference at Woodbrooke
Audrey Regan

The Conference was from 1 to 3
st

rd

April and

Conferees from Glasgow, Devon, from East, West and several
Counties in between gathered to hear an introductory talk by
David Boulton. David reminded us that the term Non-Theist
came from George Holyoake of the Rationalist Group and
spoke of the other Groups who share some of our beliefs that
all religion is a human construct.
He cited:
-

-

-

The Unitarian Universalists in the US and Canada
Humanistic Judaism. In the US they are non-theist and believe Jewish history is a human saga
Sea of Faith Network that sprang from the BBC series led by John Tewson. There are 20 – 30 Groups active and
their Newsletter explores religious faith as a human concept and people from all the main-stream
denominations are involved
Progressive Christianity Network – not expressly Non-Theist though many of the people involved think of
themselves as such, Richard Holloway being the best known. They are also strong in the East and West coasts
of the US
Unitarianism in the UK and
The Clergy Project.

David said we would be hearing reference to the revision of Quaker Faith and Practice under review
at the present time. He urged us to take every opportunity to assure our Theist Friends that nothing
was further from our thoughts than any suggestion of wanting to remove ‘God’ from the
inspirational language of Fox and Penn and the other founding fathers of the Society and indeed of
all past and present Friends for whom God is a living reality.
There followed two ten-minute talks from our own members, firstly Miriam Branson who posed the
question ‘Why don’t Quakers talk about God in their Meetings? Miriam’s trawl of letters to The
Friend had revealed; discomfort some Friends have about people not believing in God, the Society
moving away from the Founding Fathers, difficulty of arriving at definitions, the “I believe in God
and always have done” stance and not wanting to categorise or look at what some Friends mean by
God being in relationships these and other attitudes that amounted to ‘best to brush it all under
the carpet.’
However, Miriam suggested there were reasons for Friends to talk about these issues, such as:
-

Truth
Differing views not being silenced
Friends and Attenders needing to know the diversity within the Society,
We shouldn’t assume we know how our other Meeting Friends feel.
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David Parlett took the next ten minutes talking about being a Non-Theist in that he doesn’t believe in the
existence of God, yet being a Theist in that he believes in the presence of God.
This will serve to show the diversity even among us Non-Theists.

These short presentations were followed by a time in our Base Groups and this proved to be a good
formula for a weekend that had no main speaker but where everyone present could contribute.
Saturday began with a short introduction to the three workshops from which we then chose one to
attend. These were:
-

The Life of the Spirit – rooted in our biology - by Martin Drummond
Holy without God – an exploration of spirituality – by Sarah Siddle and
Move gently – or minding our language – by David Boulton and John Lampen.

Again, time back in our base groups proved its usefulness in giving the opportunity for us to give
each other an idea of the Workshops we did not attend.
The workshop I attended was based on an article that appeared in The Friend on 16th January 2009.
The article was headed by a quote from Robin Hawes writing in The Friend on 12 December 2008.
There is a danger in our religious society of an intolerance and over-zealousness regarding words
and definitions that perhaps are not consonant with our ancient tradition of holding and living by
a faith that is non-credal.
Distinctions between personal and public language were looked at. Differences in personal
language, especially when used in ministry should not merely be accepted by Friends but cherished
as a mark of the searching and free-thinking spirit of modern Quakerism.’ In the public language of
the Society, the task is to find a form of words ‘that is as inclusive as we can make it.’
David Boulton spoke of the hurt he felt when told he did not belong in the Society but then
reflected on whether he had inflicted hurt on others. John Lampen reminded us of the value of time
spent listening to each other above discussion that can lead to argument.
David emphasised the shock of change that Friends have had to cope with. In the l7th Century
Friends believed themselves to be saved by the blood of Christ and to have a life after death. The
20th Century has been a time of turmoil begun, perhaps by the Universalists in the l970’s with the
number of believers in the last three decades down 78% - 60% - 53% with the far fewer Non-Theists
doubling each decade.
The language of Yearly Meeting Epistles 100 years ago, 50 years, 20 years and now has changed.
Non-Theists are a movement from within the Society being people who have been members and
have served the Society for a long time and it would be wrong to think of them as a movement
from outside the Society trying to change it for everyone. We are not a Trojan Horse. So, what
binds us together? Attendance at meeting and a belief that there is something of intrinsic worth in
every human being. (As an aside it was noted the word ‘Religious’ was added to the Society’s title
to differentiate us from the many Friendly Societies that were springing up in the late l9th Century.)
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The Society does not stand still. Central is our openness to the journey, finding a way to express our
thoughts without failing to acknowledge the position of others.
Early afternoon brought an optional event at which Friends were able to share what interests or
energises them from reading – books, articles & websites or watching/listening to U-tube, DVD’s or
radio.
Later, on Saturday afternoon, everyone piled into the Cadbury Room to hear Michael Wright and
David Boulton speak about the Theology Think Tank event organised by the Quaker Faith and
Practice Revision Preparation Group in February. Michael and David were there by personal
invitation along with other dare-I-say ‘weighty’ Friends.
As the existence of the Non-Theist Quaker Network had been top of the list of items the Revision
Preparation Group were to look at, all the participants were asked to bring to the session a
question around the topic. They had each to pick five and the Friends who chose them, had to
discuss and formulate a report of their discussion at the end of the session to be put, straightway,
onto the laptops provided – an exhausting process. The Reports from each Group were then put
together so that they could inform the work of the Revision Preparation Group.
The evening session of ‘Quaking with laughter’ came as light relief. The other delights of the
Conference were the evening Epilogues, morning Meeting for Worship, food, fellowship and the
drifts of dainty daffodils in the gardens.

Be patterns, be examples in all countries, places, islands, nations, where you come, that your carriage
and life may preach among all sorts of people, and to them; then you will come to walk cheerfully over
the world…
George Fox
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Memories of a Wartime Childhood
Jean Bradford

War Declared

On the 3rd September 1939 when I was 5 years old, I was
on holiday with my family at Hayling Island when War was declared. We had
to pack very quickly and get home as soon as possible, as no-one knew what
was going to happen. I didn’t want to go home to London, as I was enjoying
Jean growing up
going to the beach and can still remember walking along country lanes which
were edged with red poppies. I have always loved flowers and would pick bunches of buttercups
and daisies for my mother.
I lived with my mother and father, Edward and Dorothy Bailey, my
grandfather, Henry Parker, and two brothers. Ralph
was 10 years older than me and Bernard was 7 years
older. We lived near Highams Park, E4, close to Epping
Forest, where I often went to play with my brothers
and friends. At that time there were very few motor
cars and we were even able to play in the street.
Highams Park Lake was not far away, and I can
remember in the wintertime sometimes it would freeze
Jean's Father Edward
over and we would make slides on the ice. Now that I am
Jean's Mother
Dorothy
older, I realise how dangerous that was.
We were all issued with gas masks which we always had to have with us. Small children were given
“Mickey Mouse” gas masks, which were less frightening, but I was disappointed that I was too old
for one of these. I didn’t like the smell of the rubber when we had to practice putting them on.
Fortunately there weren’t any gas attacks, so we never needed to use them, but gas had been used
in the Great War and we didn’t know that it wouldn’t be used again. Life was very uncertain.
Public shelters were built in the streets, and private shelters were built in people’s houses and
gardens. Some people had Morrison shelters which were like large metal tables inside the house,
but we had an Anderson shelter which was built in the garden. A large hole was dug and the
shelter put up so that it was sunk halfway down into the ground. All the earth was piled on top of
it. Inside the shelter we had bunk beds, but it was very cold and damp, and the condensation used
to run down the corrugated iron walls. But we made it as comfortable as possible and even had a
telephone system run by batteries, so that we could ring indoors and ask for drinks to be sent
down! Little did I know then that the shelter would be the reason that I am still alive today.
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At the beginning of the war nothing very much happened, so it was known as the ‘phoney war’, but
about a year later the bombing began. I can remember seeing the sky turning red every night, lit by
the fires which were raging in the centre of London. This was the Blitz.
My father was too old to join the army, as he had been a soldier in the First World War (19141918), so he had to join the Home Guard. Both my brothers also joined, although Bernard was
really too young, and lied about his age. In fact, if anyone had checked they would have found that
both my brothers had apparently been born a week apart in the same year! In 1942, Ralph joined
the army.
Sticky tape was fixed to the windows to prevent the glass shattering and black-out curtains were
made so that not a single chink of light could be seen. ARP (Air Raid Precaution) Wardens would
patrol the streets to make sure no light was showing. We used torches at night and had luminous
arm-bands that had to be warmed up by a light bulb before you went out so that they would shine
in the dark.
Food was rationed and it was very difficult to make it all go round, but I don’t ever remember being
hungry, although I’m sure my parents went without so that us children had plenty to eat. Our
garden was turned into a vegetable plot and he lawn had to be dug up. Lots of people kept
chickens and rabbits, but we didn’t have any. However, we did have a beehive and my father
looked after the bees and we managed to get some honey. He made a drink called Mead from the
honey, which was quite potent! He looked very funny when he tended the beehive as he wore my
panama hat draped with black netting to keep the bees out.

19th April 1944
This is the date that completely changed my life. I was in bed recovering from chickenpox and when
the siren went my mother almost didn’t wake me up to go down to the shelter, but I woke up and
so she took me down there. My father and brother Bernard, who was now almost 16 years old,
were on fire-watching duty and didn’t come into the shelter. There was a lot of gunfire and then an
aeroplane came lower and lower and then there was a terrible explosion. A bomb had dropped in
the road just in front of our house. The gas main caught fire and the whole
scene was lit up by the flames. We waited for my father and brother to
come and get us out of the shelter, but they didn’t come. Eventually other
people came and got us out, and I can remember walking over a huge pile of
rubble which had been the garage. The house was still standing, but had
been badly damaged, and if I had remained in bed I think I would probably
have died.
We were taken to someone’s house for the night and I still didn’t know what
had happened to my father and brother. No-one could bear to break the news
to my mother that she had lost her husband and son. Eventually a lady from
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the Women’s Voluntary Service told her the sad news. The next day we went to stay with my
father’s best friend, and we were with his family for several weeks. My grandfather had survived
the raid, but was in hospital for quite some time. Eventually we moved to a flat in Walthamstow.
This air raid was one of the last that took place before the “flying bombs” began.

Evacuation
After the air raid I became extremely nervous and when the flying bombs started my mother
decided that it would be best for me to get away from London. I can still
remember the children from my school gathering at the railway station waiting
for the train to take us away. We had a small bag each and tickets tied to our
clothes with our name and address on and of course the obligatory gas mask
over our shoulder. We had no idea where we were going, and yet I don’t
remember being frightened about going away. I just wanted to get away from
the flying bombs or ‘doodle bugs’ as they became known. They were very
Children being
evacuated in the war frightening, as when the engine cut out you knew you had to get to a shelter
quickly, as it meant it was coming down and would cause a huge explosion.
Now that I am grown up and have children of my own, I realise what a terrible experience it must
have been for my mother to wave me goodbye not knowing where I would end up, especially as
she had not long lost my father and brother.
Eventually we arrived at the village of Prestbury in Cheshire. We were taken to the local school
where we were inspected by local people who had been told they must take us into their homes
and look after us. I and another girl were chosen by a lady called Mrs Maybury, and we set off to
walk to her house. When we arrived we found it was a very large house with a huge garden that
backed onto a golf course. We were given a bedroom each and even had a small sitting room where
we ate our meals.
The family were all very kind to us, but after a little while the other girl went home and I was left on
my own. It was a very different life for me compared to what I was used to, and I certainly had to
grow up quickly to cope with everything. I had come from a very ordinary home and this family
were quite wealthy, and so I felt I had to behave myself and not do anything wrong. I can
remember thinking that from now on I would have to eat cabbage and other things I didn’t like, and
it wouldn’t do to make a fuss! The thing I enjoyed most of all was the garden. There was an orchard
and a vegetable garden and lots of flowers. I can remember making buttonholes and selling them
at the Vicarage Garden Party. Even now, whenever I smell a bunch of sweet peas, I am immediately
transported back to that garden. I really enjoyed living in the countryside and Mr and Mrs Maybury
bought me a book about wild flowers that I still have to this day.
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I became very fond of the cleaning lady, Mrs Houghton, and often went home with her and spent
weekends at her house. She lived in a small house in Macclesfield, and I felt more at home with
her, and eventually stayed with her permanently.
Prestbury village school was much smaller than the school I had left in London, and as far as I can
remember only had two classrooms. It must have been very difficult for the teachers suddenly to
have so many more children to teach, all at different ages and stages of their education. It meant
that the older children had to help the younger ones with their lessons. It was a Church of England
school and the vicar from the village church was a regular visitor to the school. I remember having
to learn the Catechism, which I found very difficult, as I was not a regular church-goer in London.
We used to have our lunches at school, and had to eat them at our desks. If you helped with the
washing-up you could have an extra cup of custard, and so I always volunteered to wash up!
I remember taking the scholarship exam at school. It took place when the other children were
doing their normal tests, and I think this helped, as it didn’t seem to bother me. Fortunately, I
passed the exam, so that when I returned I was able to go to a Grammar School.
When the war ended I came home to London. I was very pleased to see my mother and grandfather
again. Later on my mother married again and we moved to Leigh on Sea where my step-father
lived.
A few years ago my husband and I visited Prestbury, and I was very pleased to see that very little
had changed. The school had an extension built on to it, but the village was very much as I
remembered it. We found the house, which I knew as “Ruxley”, where I had lived with the
Maybury family. It didn’t seem quite as large as I remembered, but this usually happens when you
go back to the past!
Unfortunately I lost touch with the people who had taken me in, but I will always be grateful to
them for their kindness to me.

We are called to live 'in the virtue of that life and power that takes away the occasion of all wars'…
Search out whatever in your own way of life may contain the seeds of war…
Advices and Queries 31
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Being Change, Making Change – Exploring the Work of QPSW
Friday 1st – Sunday 3rd April 2016, Hayes Conference Centre, Swanwick, Derbyshire
Jim Grigg

Day 1

This was my first QPSW Conference and my first time at the Hayes
Conference Centre, which is set in beautiful grounds in the Derbyshire countryside. Arriving late in
the afternoon, I registered and settled into a comfortable room. Later we had a very pleasant
supper followed by the opening plenary session (all the sessions throughout the weekend began
with short periods of Worship) in the main conference hall. Our hosts were Rhiannon Rees and
Heather Brunskell-Evans, who made us welcome and introduced Elders and various staff members
who explained the practicalities of the conference.
It was explained that on Saturday evening there would be a choice between watching a film about a
Palestinian family or participating in a social evening of music, poetry and stories. On Saturday
morning and afternoon, a number of workshops were planned and members had chosen, or been
assigned to, two of the eight sessions each.
The eight workshops were on Trident, Quaker Conciliation, Meet the Peaceworkers, Making Change
Happen in Occupied Palestine, Militarism in our society, Building the New Economy, Climate Justice,
and an Introduction to the Turning the Tide Programme.
I had been allocated to the Meet the Peaceworkers and Building the New Economy sessions. I will
say more about those later.
To round off the first session on Friday night, we had an Introduction to the Work of QPSW given
by Suzanne Ismail, who is the Economic Issues Programme Manager at Friends House. Quaker
Peace & Social Witness (QPSW) has about 20 staff, who are based in Friends House in London and
aims to support witness through action with the objective of helping Quakers in Britain to live out
their faith in the world. The work of QPSW is overseen by the QPSW Central Committee, made up
of 15 appointed voluntary Friends from across Britain who take responsibility for taking strategic
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decisions and in particular discerning which of Friends’ many concerns should be worked on at
yearly meeting level.
QPSW works at a national level on behalf of Quakers, running peacebuilding projects overseas,
campaigning on behalf of Quakers, and providing resources to enable local Quakers to take action.
The main programmes that QPSW manages and supports are:
-

Peace Work focused outside Britain in East Africa and in Israel and Palestine
Peace Work focused within Britain including Peace Education, Peace Campaigning and for Disarmament, Oneyear Peaceworkers and the Turning the Tide Programme
Justice Work focused mainly in Britain on Economic Justice, Sustainability, Criminal Justice, and Housing
Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO) in Geneva

Suzanne explained that QPSW was ‘in it for the long haul’. As an example, she referred to the work
arising out of the centenary of the 1916 Military Service Act that recognised Conscientious
Objectors, where a parliamentary Bill is being drafted to propose that individuals should be able, as
a matter of conscience, to ask that their tax allocation that would support the Military should be
diverted instead for peaceful purposes. This Bill is due to go to Parliament later this year for a vote.
This concluded Friday, the first day of the Conference.

Day 2
On Saturday morning we settled into a short period of Worship in the conference hall. After this we
had a presentation by the keynote speaker, Hannah Brock. Hannah is a former QPSW Peaceworker
and Ecumenical Accompanier, and is now working for the pacifist network War Resisters’
International.
Hannah talked about what had attracted her to Quakers when she was at Durham University. She
talked about our industrialised and greedy society as “The Machine” and how she opposed it. She
said she was attracted to non-violent action with Quakers, learning to love your enemy, to
humanise them, to see ‘That of God’ in them.
Hannah joined QPSW as a Peaceworker assigned to work with the Oxford Research Group for a year
in 2012 and then became an Ecumenical Accompanier in Bethlehem where Palestinian men would
get up at 4am to queue at the checkpoint to get to where they worked and still may not get there.
She spoke to Israeli soldiers who had been de-humanised by the process and came to understand
their plight in the conflict. She said there was too much hate and that, with others, her mission was
to match the hate with endurance and love. So, no matter what the soldiers did or said, they would
still love them. She learned to expect the best in others, keeping steadfast to love.
She believes that activism and confrontation are necessary to oppose the ‘forces of evil’, using nonviolent direct action – forcing those in power to face their responsibilities. Hannah has taken direct
action herself against Arms Manufacturers, blocking access to one of their factories by linking arms
with fellow activists through steel chained concrete sleeves to make their removal more difficult for
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the authorities. Another example she gave of direct action was the power of silent witness when
Young Friends held a Meeting for Worship at the British Museum in protest against the sponsorship
of BP at the museum.
She believes in the power of the Spirit and that activism, driven by the spirit, makes you feel alive.
She says that all our gifts will be needed to “break the machine”, and that our privilege should not
get in the way of sharing our gifts. We must build trust by investing in each other, building
communities, making changes and empowering new voices.
Hannah agrees that Quakers are not perfect and that our Testimonies need constant work. But we
are not alone, there are those of other faiths who agree with us and work with us and us with
them. Her aim was to “Turn the World Upside-Down”. A complete transcript of Hannah’s speech is
available separately.
There were some questions from Friends about whether she had had support as a peace activist.
She said there were roles in place for a spiritual director to supervise Peaceworkers and that in
other peace work you might be paired with a co-worker or buddy.
Someone said that they had joined the Quakers looking for rest, peace and spiritual respite and
they were a bit alarmed at all this activism. The response was that we can’t all be activists, but we
can uphold the work of activists and hold them in the Light. The practice of Experiment with Light
was mentioned as a way of coming to terms with darkness in your own life and the world.
This session took us to the coffee break and after that we dispersed to our separate workshops to
learn about the work that they did.
My first workshop was Meet the Peaceworkers.
The three Peaceworkers that I met, with a small group in a separate syndicate room, were Holly,
Zara and Rhianna. They were three earnest and intense young ladies in their 20s. They had
undergone an interview process with QPSW and had been matched with three Peace organisations
to work with them for a year on specific projects. The process had involved 2 weeks preparation at
Friends House and Woodbrooke from September last year. They each write Quarterly journal
letters and they are due to have a mid-term review in Belgium soon. They are encouraged to go as
guest speakers to Meetings to explain the work they are doing.
Holly had been assigned to work with the organisation Conscience on the drafting of the Taxes for
Peace Bill 2016 to redirect tax from the Military to Diplomacy. The draft Bill is due to go to
Parliament later this year.
Zara has been assigned to work with Omega, an organisation opposing the indiscriminate and
inappropriate use and trade of military, security and policing equipment such as small arms,
handcuffs, teargas, batons, tasers and many other items. In Palestine there were examples of
teargas being illegitimately used in homes and schools causing long-term ill-health. Zara has
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developed the use of Sway, an online tool that allows collaborative working to help publicise the
problems.
Rhianna has been assigned to work with Medact, which is a medical charity working for Global
Public Health. she worked with Forces Watch opposing the military recruitment of 16 year olds and
her second project is in organising conferences under the name of Health Community Voice for
Peace and Nuclear Weapons and Healthpeace.
The work of these three young women was inspiring. They said that after their year they might
continue with the same organisations or they might be inspired to take up new posts if the Spirit
led them. Zara said she had just returned from Palestine and that the offer to go had just appeared
at the right time.
After lunch, my second workshop was Building the New Economy with Cait Crosse. This was the
most interesting part of the Conference for me.

What is the new economy?
The current economic system has provided humanity with many material benefits. However those
benefits have been unequally shared. Many of them have been brought about through the overexploitation of the Earth's natural resources.
Quakers have committed to work towards a different kind of economic system based on our
fundamental human equality and respect for the Earth. While we are clear that a different type of
economy is necessary, Quakers do not claim to have all the answers. We are still discerning what
this 'new economy' might look like and how we can take practical steps to build it.
In January 2016 the New Economy project was launched. It will support Quakers to learn from
others working in this area, reflect and take action as individuals and Meetings, and to inject a more
values based perspective into the public debate about our economic system.
There were about 14 of us in this workshop. We started the workshop with an exercise in small
groups of 3 and 4 looking at “Britain as it is” and “Britain as it should be”, which we reported back
to the whole group and Cait put the ideas on a flipchart and then the whole group came up with a
third one – “What can we do to help build the New Economy”.
Cait gave a presentation outlining the things that affected the economy that current economics
ignores and about how this informs the work she does. She looked at Climate boundaries that are
being violated now as a result of our exploitation of resources and the natural world. She spoke
about inequality and how it is growing. How the rich are getting richer and the poor are getting
poorer.
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She spoke about Minute 23 from Yearly Meeting 2011, which underpins the work of the New
Economy project. It begins:

Minute 23: Economic Justice
How can we renew our commitment to our testimonies of truth, justice, integrity and equality, and discern action to take our
witness forward? …
Arising out of work at BYM 2015, a leaflet has been produced setting out ten New Economy Principles, which can be found at
Principles for a new economy document (PDF). This has been produced to stimulate discussion. Cait is planning to write a
series of 7 booklets on particular topics. The first two of these are on “Economic Growth” and “Work Patterns”. There was a
webinar that took place in January, which is now available on the Economic Justice website. You can watch a recording of the
recent webinar on the new economy. You can join the discussion about economics, our lives, and the planet on the
Quakernomics forum, an online space for sharing and exploring ideas.

Cait explained that the approach the New Economy Project is trying to embrace is to set out a
positive vision of a New Economy and a pathway to it rather than to protest about facets of the
current system.
After tea, we had an Open Space.
This was a structured session which explored responses to the weekend and wider aspects of
Quaker witness with Friends using Conversation Groups. I chose a group who were examining the
question: “Are contemporary Quakers more reluctant than early Friends to speak Truth to Power”.
There was a feeling that maybe modern Friends are too comfortable with their lifestyle to recognise
the truth of how many who struggle in our society are excluded and vilified by narratives in the
media and politics posed by the well-off. We felt that this contrasted with the passion of early
Friends who denounced injustice in their world. This session concluded as the different groups
reported their conclusions.
After supper we had an hour of singing, music, poetry and sharing stories, while some watched the
film. This was followed by a thoughtful Epilogue.

Day 3
Sunday morning began with a session where we could meet the QPSW staff and find out more
about their work. The final plenary session after coffee on Sunday morning enabled us to use
Worship Sharing to bring our thoughts and reflections on the weekend to the group.
After lunch, there was an open ended Meeting for Worship, where Friends gradually dispersed
depending on their transport commitments. I left feeling enlightened and enthusiastic about what I
had learned about QPSW.
Thus we never see the true state of our condition, till it is illustrated to us by its contraries: nor know
how to value what we enjoy, but by the want of it.
Daniel Defoe (from Robinson Crusoe)
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Douglas and Maud Bevington-Smith, March 1915, North East France
Joy Coe

Introduction

My grandparents, Douglas and Maud Bevington-Smith,
in their late 30s, went to France, March 1915 under the auspices of the Friends War Victims Relief
Committee. I have recently been given Maud’s letters home and they make amazing reading. I
have to guess a bit as the family and Friends they wrote to would know more about the situation.
They go with and meet a number of Friends and she refers to “the boys” several times and I guess
she is talking about members of the Friends Ambulance Unit. The purpose of their visit was to take
seeds to farmers.
My grandfather was a farmer and had once worked for a seed merchant. I think Douglas had been
in France before this visit. Maud went out in February to discover whether it was feasible to
distribute free potatoes and vegetable seed to farmers in north east France who had suffered a
German invasion which had been pushed back.
Maud wrote letters home and I quote from them.

Getting to France
On Monday 1 March they received a telegram from TE Harvey (Recording clerk?) at 9 am, and by 11
am they were packed up and off to France. It snowed and rained on the journey and they “needed
to put up the hood”. They booked the car on the ferry for the next morning and spent the night in
Folkstone. Their boat left at 11 am with “3 motors and no end of mails”. “Arriving at Boulogne at
1pm almost the first thing we saw were wounded soldiers being carried on stretchers onto the
hospital ship which left shortly after for Southampton.”
It took until 4pm. to get the car off the steamer and get permits from various authorities. After
going through Abbeville which was crowded with French and English soldiers, they spent the first
night “at a queer little inn where the yards were full of horses back from the war, 80 of them.” At
Poise the railway viaduct was being rebuilt. Most bridges had been broken by the French to delay
the German advance. One bridge they crossed was a temporary wooden one.
Quaker workers in Europe were required to wear a uniform.
They wore grey greatcoats and caps, all with the Quaker star
in pink and black or two shades of pink. They were all
beautifully handmade, either in appliqué or embroidery.
The next night was in Paris.
Driving east they were hailed by a French soldier going
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home on leave. He had a ticket to Merun station but had to walk the 15 miles to his home. They
saw him safely welcomed by his wife. They “passed through some woods where the fiercest
fighting was. The ground was strewn with debris, the trees smashed and everywhere graves of
French soldiers. Just a great mound with a cross over it – very often a hat or coat hung on it. Very
pathetic.”
Friend’s relief work was varied and comprehensive, including building wooden houses and
providing clothing for refugees. They drove to two villages where the boys had built up some
pieces of houses which were burnt to the ground. (The boys referred to must be the FAU).
The second day they arrived at Vitry le François, their base, about 150 kilometres east of Paris,
having delivered many “seeds at various places en route”. From Vitry they could hear gunfire
constantly.

The Devastation
“Round Vitry one may see 20 villages in which not one wall is left.” “In Sermaize les Bains there
are 900 houses destroyed. Such desolation is indescribable and the people live in ‘caves’ like
rabbits. They had perhaps but a rough roof over an old cellar or potato pit and in that they live as
best they can.”
“We went over to Sermaize where about 6 ladies and 8 men are living in the Hydro in the pine
woods, with about 300 to 400 refugees. They have just put up 2 wooden houses for them to move
into, one for the men and one for the ladies. They are distributing clothes to the poor people round
who live in cellars of the ruins of their houses. It is pitiful to see street after street of burnt houses
with little pipes sticking out of the ruins and smoke coming out, so that you realise that although it
looks all empty ruins yet there are dozens of families living in them. We passed through no end of
villages just a mass of ruins.”
“At Glannes and Huirow 25 wooden houses have been put up for the people to live ‘in’ till they can
rebuild their own houses. They are splendid and the boys work well on them.”
Douglas went to a place where every house but about 3 was destroyed and terrible atrocities
committed. He heard about a “village in ruins and one old lady there said she was ill in bed at the
time and they set fire to the house over her head, she only just got out in time. These are places in
the department of the Meuse and there are lots more villages where they are crying out for
houses.”

Packing seeds
“We have now got the Bank here (Vitry) in which to pack seeds and have 5-6 society ladies working
with me. They do not speak English, or very little, but we get on capitally and they work well. They
work in twos, one filling the packets, the others folding. Most of my time is taken up with weighing
out the seeds, counting the packets and poking round to see that they do things right.”
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“Tomorrow D goes to Fère Champenoise and neighbourhood delivering seeds, and I stay here doing
the big packets of haricots, peas etc with les dames.”
“We have finished putting the small seeds into their several packets and now we lay them out in
rows of 20, (13 sorts) on the Bank counter. Then we take one of each and make a neat parcel of
them with a real seedsman’s knot, which some of the ladies find very difficult to tie. Then there are
labels to write (and one has to discover the lady who writes best) labels to tie on, packets to put up
in sacks for distribution to the various villages to which they are going. We have great fun amongst
the work and some of the girls are very nice indeed.”

Driving
Back in 1915, I believe that road surfaces were broken flint or cobble. My father as a teenager
cycled with his brother from Worcester to Birmingham. They only had two punctures on their
journey, which they mended on the spot. He said that every mile or so along the road there was a
man breaking up stones to keep the road in repair. Breaking up flints was one of the jobs given to
Conscientious Objectors in prison.
Douglas and Maud mention many punctures during their stay in France. Another problem they
encountered were the slippery hills referring to them as greasy. “We have had a long round on the
most awful grease I have ever seen. It rained last night and the by-roads this morning were ‘the
limit’. Up one hill I wondered if we should ever get to the top as we slithered from side to side
without making much progress. …. If we had met a motor in one of the slippery places I don’t know
what we should have done.” “At Sermaize we took one of the nurses out to a village and back and
then came back another way leaving seeds at Thiéblemont and seeing a grave with 60 buried in it
and another close by with 2 or 3 Officers in it. It was bitterly cold with a keen north wind.
“The much dreaded day has arrived when the motor refuses to start.” There were Quakers in
Vitry and Fère Champenoise but we were in Sezanne and on a Sunday. Fortunately a French officer
we met at lunch helped Douglas and at last they found a “bad contact at the main wire from the
magneto”. Douglas writes, “The car has done exceedingly well really considering the miles I have
run and the little attention I have been able to give it. I have often done 80 or 90 miles … a day
carrying seeds or people. On a good few days I have been over to Sermaize as they have no decent
car there at all, that makes 36 to 40 miles in the morning and back at night and then several trips
during the day… one day I took out 86 packets to 3 villages in one trip.”
“There was a child very ill with pneumonia and they wanted oxygen and had no other car, so off I
went to Bar du Luc about 17 miles each way and brought home the gas in a bag and also Dr Clark
and a French lady and two others … and raining making the grease awful.” “The war zone has been
tremendously enlarged and they are very strict about motors, as they are having much trouble with
spies.” “Of course one must show one’s passports and permits every mile or so.” (It seems they
had to get new passes every morning before setting off and this could be complicated sometimes.)
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It was probably early April when they got home. Their four children they had left behind were aged
7 to 15, my mother was the youngest.

In 1659 the Box Meeting of women Friends was set up in London. George Fox wrote:… and there came in Sarah Blackbury to complain to me of the poor and how many poor Friends was in
want. … I declared unto them ... that they might see and inquire into the necessity of all Friends who
was sick and weak and who was in wants, or widows and fatherless in the city and suburbs.
Openings 19.52 - Quaker Faith & Practice

High Leigh 2016
Angela Greenwood

These are my reflections about High Leigh, our All Age Conference,
held recently. As usual it was wonderful, inspirational, friendly and fun.
Arriving was difficult as there was a complicated traffic jam in Lord Street in Alfreton, very close to
the Conference Centre. After following a series of confusing diversion signs we ended up taking a
one and a half hour round trip through beautiful forested rural Hertfordshire, only to end up at the
other end of Lord Street and enter High Leigh from the opposite direction!!
Well, we enjoyed the extra ‘journey’ and luckily had set off in plenty of time, but it was interesting
to observe our reactions to being so lost!
But to get back to High Leigh, this year it was a ‘do-it-yourself’ Conference and we discovered again
what a wealth of talent, knowledge and gifts we have in our Area Meeting.
As usual it was great to reconnect with old friends and make new ones, and the Barn dance was
such fun. One special offering came from two young girls who wanted to share a dance they had
made up. It was very simple with just two parts – but the Famous Potatoes improvised some
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backing and soon the whole company were joining in and you could see the little ones were
glowing, as we all so obviously enjoyed their contribution!
But one very special experience for me was facilitated by the ‘pyramid making’. A technology
teacher from Bethnal Green organised a production line of ‘workers’ to make thin paper tubes,
which were then screwed into triangles, and thence into pyramids, growing and growing until we
had a 2 metre high square pyramid which looked amazing.
During the second part of the Meeting for Worship we were encouraged to walk in a silent line
through about a kilometre of corridors and stairs to the Cherry room where we sat in silence
around the pyramid and contemplated it. The 30 or so children were transfixed by the whole
experience – perfectly silent during both the journey and the quiet contemplation time.
I found it quite inspirational, reflecting on all the connections, and the strength and the oneness of
the finished pyramid. It brought to mind our fragile interconnected earth, and also Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs, as some of the triangles were missing at the base (not enough time) leaving
some saggy bits where the foundation wasn’t strong enough. It was also humbling to think how in
the workshop we had achieved together what we couldn’t have done alone.
I guess I always come away from High Leigh thinking what a shame more of us couldn’t have
enjoyed it too.
Thank you once again to all the organisers and helpers.

I should like to change the name 'seekers' to 'explorers'. There is a considerable difference there: we do
not seek the Atlantic, we explore it. The whole field of religious experience has to be explored, and has
to be described in a language understandable to modern men and women.
Reflections 26.17 - Quaker Faith & Practice
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The Music of The Lyre
Melanie Miller-Wells

I had penned a guided visualisation using the spheres and elements for a
healing course I was working on. As I was writing a thought drifted through my mind with regard
to God and the Lyre and so tapping this in to Google I found this from Psalm 43:4.

{Psalm 43:4 ~ English Standard translation 2001}
“Then I will go to the altar of God, to God my exceeding joy, and I will praise you with the Lyre. O God,
my God”

This is a poem I wrote in 2011 when my mum was dying, I read it to her and later read it at her
funeral. Interestingly I found some ancient Lyre Music that was over 3000 years old, which we also
had played at her funeral, there was something deeply spiritual about this work that I was doing for
my mum.

The Music of The Lyre
Thy brilliant raiment settles firm
upon my wearied soul.
And lifts with loving kindness dear,
my hearts discord to dole.
With precious breath against my cheek
in wonderment received.
The tears do fall in swift descent
my memories, relieved.
Flow forth in cleansing readiness
through timeless Light and Space.
Til once more will rejoin again
The tributary of Grace.
Behold the halls of wisest minds,
see where my honour falls.
In hallowed ground now starkly dressed
within enlightened walls.
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Consider where my fate belongs,
stirred timeless deep in age.
For whence the final reckoning
doest glance beneath the page.
That I have known and loved in Truth
and gladdened by my birth,
Remembrance of the joys thus lived
so heartened with thy worth.
Illuminate from deep Within
In brilliance for my Soul
For all may err in journeying
Faith recognised the Whole.
For in His likeness we are craft
His honour to aspire.
Awaken now in joyous dance,
The music of the Lyre.

Reflections on Psalm 43:4

Along the paths of the imagination the artist and mystic make contact. The revelations of God are not
all of one kind. Always the search in art, as in religion, is for the rhythms of relationships, for unity, the
urge, the mystery, the wonder of life that is presented in great art and true religion.
Quaker Faith & Practice 21.32 - Horace B Pointing, 1944
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Conscientious Objectors’ Day
Debbie Taylor

On Sunday 15 May, Joyce Harris and I attended the International Conscientious
Objectors’ Day ceremony at the CO Commemorative Stone in Tavistock Square London WC1.
There were two very moving speakers remembering members of their families who were WW1 COs
but we were reminded by a member of the Association of Greek COs that there are people in
Europe today who are imprisoned for refusing to undertake military service.
Holly Wallis from Conscience told us that there were plans to try to change the law in the UK so
people could object to their taxes being used for military spending. Conscience is proposing A Bill to give further effect to the international obligations of the United Kingdom in relation to
freedom of thought, conscience and religion by enabling persons liable to income tax who object,
out of personal conviction, to the expenditure of tax revenues on military activity to direct that the
relevant portion of the income tax for which
they are liable be spent instead on the
prevention and peaceful resolution of
conflicts; and for connected purposes.
More information at
www.Conscienceonline.org.uk
Finally, white carnations were handed out so
they could be laid individually as the names
were read of COs from 73 countries in a
simple but emotional ceremony. I laid one for a Dane, Laurids Larsen who refused military service
in 1962 and Joyce laid one for Mark Briggs, a New Zealander who in 1917 was shipped to Britain
and then France, brutally treated and then imprisoned for his beliefs.

Alfred Evans - Quaker - Conscientious Objector
A day or two before Alfred's court martial a captain came to see him, and told him he had just been
reviewing Alfred's papers at the company office. He told Alfred that the papers were marked 'DEATH'
in red at the top. Then he asked Alfred if he intended to go on. Alfred said, 'Yes'
'You see Sir, men are dying in agony in the trenches for the things they believe in, and I wouldn't be any
the less than them …'
From: Cowards by Marcus Sedgwick (Published by Hodder Children's Books 2003)
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Sonnet
Inspired by ‘Understanding Islam/Challenging Islamaphobia Course at Woodbrooke Feb 2016

Lynda Grigg

How can you call me such a name?
I live in this town, this is my home.
Our worries and dreams are just the same
Though from a different land I‛ve come.
My faith fills my heart, my love includes all
The Qur’an speaks of peace, just this I seek.
“Bloody muslim” they shout. “Bin laden”, they call.
Blessed are the peacemakers, blessed are the meek.
My scarf hides my hair for modesty’s sake
But my jeans and my music are from these shores
I work and I give as much as I take
Can’t I be true to my culture and yours?
How can you hate me and refuse to see
It’s not us and them; just you and just me.

Are you alert to practices here and throughout the world which discriminate against people on the
basis of who or what they are or because of their beliefs?
Advices and Queries 33.
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Report on a talk by Side by Side
Leigh on Sea Meeting House, 12pm – 1pm, 22nd May 2016

Jim Grigg

Following Meeting for Worship on Sun 22

nd

May, some 30 Friends stayed

to hear a speaker from a local charity, Side by Side, Katrina Kieffer-Wells together with a young
man, Tamer, who had fled from Syria to the UK. Side by Side are actively helping refugees in Calais
and Dunkirk.
Katrina explained that her and a friend had been moved to help look for ways to help refugees
following the picture published in many newspapers in Sept 2015 of the drowned 3 year old, Aylan
Kurdi on a beach in Turkey. After collecting clothing and other items, they travelled to the unofficial
“Jungle” refugee camp in Calais to offer what humanitarian assistance they could to the displaced
people there. Their work has focused on providing clothing, mobile phone top-ups, caravans,
buildings and equipment for “restaurants” to be run by young Afghanis and Eritreans among the
various ethnic groups in the camp.
Some assistance has gone towards helping unaccompanied children by providing them with
caravans and food stations. She said that there are currently no official UK or other NGOs working
in the Calais camps, other than Médecins Sans Frontiers, at present due to government disapproval.
She believes that “Save the Children” may be planning to help set up a food station for the
unaccompanied children and Side by Side plan to work with them on that project. Both Katrina and
Tamer said that French police often use tear gas and violent beating to restrain and prevent
refugees from boarding lorries and trains in the port of Calais. The UK government have paid for
razor wire perimeter fences to be erected to protect the ferry port and the Euro Tunnel. They also
help pay for policing.
We also heard Tamer’s story of his flight from Syria with his brother to avoid being conscripted in
either the Syrian army or the insurgent groups. He did not wish to fight and so fled to Lebanon and
from there to Turkey. At the time he fled, in 2012, Tamer was 16 years old.
He spoke of daily bombs and explosions in Lebanon. In Turkey he, together with his brother and a
number of others paid people smugglers to board a rubber dinghy to cross to Greece. He said that the
boat was designed for about 20 people, but that 40 were made to board. Many, including himself could
not swim and there were old people and disabled people in the boat. One man needed a wheelchair, but
the people smugglers would not let him have that in the boat. People were forced into the boats and
beaten if they refused. As the boat set out at night to cross the water to Greece, the engine failed and
the boat drifted. Tamer said he was terrified. In the early hours they managed to restart the engine and
made it to the Greek Island, but the boat capsized and some of the older people drowned. Press
photographers on the beach took photos of the people struggling in the water, but refused to help them.
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Tamer said the Greeks were kind to him. He was able to make his way through Hungary and Europe
on buses and trains and eventually to Paris. He said the French would not help him. He did not
speak French, so they ignored him or were rude and insulting. It took him many hours to find the
train station, the Gare du Nord, even though it was only 10 mins walk away because no-one would
help him. He said that he had just €50 left and asked for a ticket to Calais only to be told it was €64.
He asked if there was a cheaper ticket and was told, yes, tomorrow you can travel for €48. So he
bought that ticket and had just €2 left.
He had to sleep in the station and go hungry. A stranger approached him and offered for him to
sleep at his house and to feed him, so he went along on the man’s scooter. But when they arrived
at the man’s house, the man’s attitude changed and he was intent on sexually assaulting Tamer.
Tamer managed to escape from the man’s house and return to the station. The following day he
arrived at the Calais camp with just €2.
Tamer had managed eventually to enter the UK and has presented himself to the Home Office and
applied for Asylum here.
Side by Side do not support illegal entry to the UK, but have identified that, out of around 300
children at the Calais camp, some 150 have core family members in the UK and may enter legally.
They, together with other volunteers, work towards ensuring those children are identified and gain
the necessary paperwork to enter the UK legally. Others who enter illegally are asked to give
themselves up and register with the Home Office and apply for Asylum.
The work of Side by Side has been continuing since Sept 2015 and the group have applied for and
are currently awaiting registered charity status.
At the end of the talk, a collection was made for Side by Side and £396.75 was collected. This will
be added to the proceeds from the planned Garden Party on 11th June. Side by Side also collect
other practical items such as clothing. A list of suitable items to donate is available on their
website.

The ground of our work lies in our waiting on and listening for the Spirit …. We also hear the cry of
those in despair which draws our compassion. We know the need to speak for those who have no voice.
Leadings 29.02 Quaker Faith & Practice
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Garden Party Poster
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